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Computational social science, as an emerging interdisciplinary discipline, is a field ushered in by long-term development of
traditional social science. It is committed to supplying data thinking, resources, and analytics to study human social behavior and
social operation laws to accurately grasp and judge the developing path of the discipline, which is of great significance to promote
the innovation and development of social sciences. +is study is to conduct a systematic quantitative analysis from a bibliometric
perspective, aiming to provide a reference for scholars to explore the paths and changing rules in the field. We use the relevant
literature in Web of Science as the dataset. After eliminating journal calls and irrelevant literature, R language and SciMAT tools
are used to visualize and analyze the number of articles, keyword clustering, keyword cooccurrence network, and theme evolution,
so as to summarize and sort out the paths of computational social science research. +e study found that the annual volume of
publications has been gradually increasing and will probably remain active in the next few years with high productivity. Subject
themes in different periods are diversified, and the evolutionary relationship is found complex as well. Besides, as a cross
discipline, scientific knowledge from different fields cross collides and couples with each other in the big data environment,
changing the traditional concept of computational social science and forming a new development path. Recently, the emergence of
“big data+” has promoted the rise of new subject areas, making the development of new disciplines a reality.

1. Introduction

In recent years, computers, the Internet, and the successive
emergence of large-scale datasets about human behavior
have substantially improved people’s ability to collect and
analyze information and promoted the rise of computational
social science [1]. And once the discipline was introduced, it
was rapidly accepted and widely disseminated by the aca-
demic community and increasingly became a hot topic in the
field of humanities and social sciences research. Compu-
tational social science is a product of the penetration, in-
tegration, and innovation of modern science and emerging
technological tools such as natural science, computer sci-
ence, big data, and social science [2], and the discipline is

profoundly influencing the development of many disci-
plinary fields and the change of related research paradigms.
+erefore, the emergence of computational social science is
not only the inevitable choice of the development of social
science research itself, but also the development of modern
science and technology provides favorable instrumental
support and is the urgent requirement for social science
research by the development of human society. It is for the
above reasons that the discipline has been widely of interest
to the academic community for its introduction and de-
velopment. +erefore, as an emerging interdisciplinary field,
it is beneficial to promote further research in this discipline
by sorting out and analyzing its development path, pros-
pects, and relationship with related disciplines.
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1.1. Literature Review of Computational Social Science
Research. In 2009, David Lazer and 15 other scholars
published computational social science (CSS) in science,
which provided an in-depth exposition of computational
social science and became a symbol of the establishment of
computational social science [3], triggering a wave of re-
search boom. Computational social science applies algo-
rithms and computational tools to complex data and studies
social phenomena at multiple scales through modeling and
computation [4]. Among them, the societal agent-based
modeling (ABM) simulation, in particular, faces the chal-
lenge of modeling and analyzing complex adaptive social
systems [5]. In addition, computational social science fa-
cilitates more systematic testing of theories and increases the
possibility of research replication.+ese two factors facilitate
the field of social sciences to reach a higher scientific status.
In 2013, Laubichler et al. [6] briefly reviewed the compu-
tational research system in the history of science, discussing
its impact on research, education, etc., and its connection
with similar shifts in the natural sciences and social sciences
emphasizing big data. Laubichler et al. argue that compu-
tational methods help to reconnect the history of science
with individual scientific disciplines. In 2014, Sohn [7]
developed a rational-choice-theory-driven framework for
computational social science in the Strategic Foundation of
Computational Social Science, constantly paying attention
to social interaction on the Internet. But in 2017, Bravo and
Farjam analyzed the prospects and challenges of compu-
tational social science [8]. In 2018, H. Wallach argued that
computational social science was not a simple addition of
computer science and social data and that machine learning
in social science should be viewed differently from machine
learning in other fields [9]. In 2019, Peng et al. argue that
computational social science has led to a paradigm shift in
social science research, especially in communication studies
[10]. In 2020, Tao et al. argued that online social media was
an important source of information for computational social
science and network intelligence research and that com-
putational social science may be transformed into a con-
tinuous learning process when social phenomena are
considered and transformed into data for analysis [11]. In
2020, Lazer et al. defined computational social science as the
development and application of computational methods to
complex large-scale human (sometimes simulated) behav-
ioral data to analyze its opportunities and challenges [9]. In
2020, Zhang et al. analyzed the differences and connections,
areas involved, and application methods of social science,
computational social science, and computer science [12]. In
2021, Tornberg and Uitermark [13] criticized the complexity
view of computational social science and advocated an
unorthodox computational social science based on critical
realism metatheories.

1.1.1. Literature Review of Scientometric Studies.
Scientometric analysis uses quantitative methods to explore
the intrinsic laws of disciplinary development with the help
of econometric analysis tools and to describe the develop-
ment process, present the intrinsic association of literature,

predict trends, evaluate scientific systems, and promote
scientific and technological progress through visualization.
In 2017, Leung et al. applied multiple bibliometric analysis
methods (citation, cocitation, keyword, and coword analy-
sis) to explore the theoretical basis and thematic evolution of
hotel, theoretical foundations, and thematic evolution of
research in the field of tourism and social media [14]. In
2018, Zou et al. used literature cocitation, keyword cooc-
currence, and burst detection analysis to visually explore the
knowledge base, thematic distribution, research frontiers,
and trends in road safety research [15]. In 2020, Marques
relied on SSCI database for authorship analysis and citation
analysis and focused on the interrelationship between public
service motivation and leadership for all public management
articles published before January 2018 [16]. In 2021, Ching-
JieWen and Zi-Jian Ren used cocitation, coword, and cluster
analysis to study the progress and trends of BIM [17]. In
2021, Abad-Segura et al. used scientometric methods to
analyze 1,130 papers in the Scopus database to summarize
the current state of blockchain research within the last five
years and future research directions for scholars and in-
vestors in research projects [18].

1.1.2. Research Questions. Computational social science is
undergoing rapid changes in the big data environment, and
research hotspots are constantly evolving. Unfortunately,
there are few studies in the academic community that have
conducted systematic quantitative analysis from a biblio-
metric perspective, for example, for research hotspots in the
field of computational social sciences since the 21st century.
+erefore, this paper intends to use R language Biblioshiny,
SciMAT and other bibliometric tools to comprehensively
quantify the research system in the field of computational
social science, to visualize and discuss its development
trends. To help relevant researchers understand the disci-
plinary pathways, the main research questions to be
addressed in this paper are as follows:

(1) What has been the dynamic evolution of scientific
knowledge production in the field of computational
social science since its inception as a field of study?

(2) How have the main research directions in the field
changed during that period?

(3) What are the directions of research in the discipline
in the coming years?

2. Data Sources and Research Methods

2.1. Data Sources. Web of Science (WoS) database includes
three well-known citation index databases (SCI, SSCI,
A&HCI), which collect authoritative and influential journals
in various disciplines. Because of its strict journal selection
standards and citation indexing mechanism, WOS has be-
come one of the most important basic evaluation tools in
bibliometrics and scientometrics, as well as a literature re-
trieval tool.

+erefore, we use the Web of Science core database as
data source in the paper; through searching of
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“computational social science,” “computational economics,”
“computational sociology,” “scientific metrology,” “biblio-
metrics,” and “big data social analysis,” 7665 articles were
selected. To ensure the timeliness of the literature, the in-
terval was set from 2001 to 2020. After excluding journal
calls, conference announcements, news, and irrelevant lit-
erature, a total of 5856 articles were incorporated into the
data of this study.

2.2. Research Methodology. Standard bibliometric analysis
includes five steps: research design, data collection, data
analysis, data visualization, and analysis results (as shown in
Figure 1). Biblioshiny bibliometric software package can be
used for full-process bibliometric analysis and visual display,
including data sets, resources, authors, conceptual structure,
knowledge structure, and social structure; SciMAT, as a
knowledge mapping analysis tool, is used to explore the
evolution of topics in the field by drawing topic coverage
maps, evolutionary path maps, and strategic coordinate
maps. In this paper, we use Biblioshiny and SciMAT to
visualize and network, analyze the literature, and study the
knowledge integration and development path of computa-
tional social science.

3. Analysis of Evolutionary Dynamics

3.1. Statistical Description of the Literature on Computational
Social Sciences

3.1.1. Analysis of the Volume of Articles Issued. +is section
will give the answer to the first question: what has been the
dynamic evolution of scientific knowledge production in the
field of computational social science since its inception as a
field of study? +e analysis of developmental evolution can
be divided into year-by-year or phased time series analysis.
Bibliometrics considers that the annual number of publi-
cations in a research field is one of the important indicators
for evaluating the development status of the field, while
phased time series analysis shows the overall trend char-
acteristics by describing different development stages. +is
paper combines two approaches together.

From 2001 to 2020, there is an overall increasing trend
despite slight fluctuations in the number of articles (as shown
in Figure 2 and Table 1). In this study, the collected literature
spans a large time period and the number of early articles is
small, so the literature is divided into four phases, i.e.,
2001–2005, 2006–2010, 2011–2015, and 2016–2020, by com-
bining the number of articles and a fixed time window.
2001–2005 is in the low-yield exploration period, the concept
of computational social science has not yet been introduced,
and the relevant literature grew slowly and did not attract
much attention from scholars; 2006–2010 was the budding
stage of development, and the number of papers gradually
increased; in 2009, the concept of computational social science
was formally proposed, which caused a research boom among
relevant scholars; 2011–2015 entered the rapid development
stage, and especially in 2014–2015 the number of papers grew
rapidly; 2016–2020 reached the high-yield active period, and
the number of literature continues to increase until the peak in

2020. From the regression trend, it is predictable that the
number of literature in the field of computational social
science research will continue to grow in the future period.

3.1.2. Analysis of Annual Citation Trends. Figure 3 shows
that the average number of citations of papers peaked
around 2012, and the overall trend of slow growth has been
observed from 2014 to the present. At the same time, the
average annual citation rate of articles in computational
social science did not maintain the same growth rate but
experienced several fluctuations, but the number of citations
in general still showed an increasing trend, the highest of
which was in 2012, when the average number of citations per
paper reached 7.8. In that year, 14 European and American
scholars, including R. Conte from the Italian National
Council for Scientific Research [19], published in the Eu-
ropean Journal of Physics. Special Issue No. 1 published a
“Manifesto for Computational Social Science,” which dis-
cussed the current state of development and future prospects
of social science in five aspects: opportunities of the times,
technological developments, methodological innovations,
challenges of the time, and expected impacts. +e average
citation rate of articles increased from 2008 to 2014, and
most of the research focused on the field of integration and
development of social science and algorithmic models.
+erefore, combined with the analysis of the number of
published papers, this paper believes that while scientific
progress is made, especially when a certain technology
makes breakthrough progress, research in this field will still
show a high growth trend.

3.1.3. 9e Highest Cited Articles. Figure 4 shows that, among
5856 articles, clustering by fast search and finding of density
peaks, with up to 2180 citations, proposes an analysis
method based on the idea of clustering that can effectively
eliminate outliers [20]. Next, private traits and attributes are
predictable from digital records of human behavior, with
942 citations. Kosinski et al. [21] found that digital behav-
ioral records like “Facebook Likes” can be used to predict a
range of highly sensitive personal attributes, including sexual
orientation, ethnicity, religious and political views, and
personality traits, thus proposing a demographic model that
can predict individual psychology from preferences. As
mentioned, computational social science is an emerging
interdisciplinary discipline that is the result of long-term
knowledge accumulation in traditional social sciences and is
a multidisciplinary and problem-solving oriented research.

3.1.4. Analysis of the Most Relevant Authors. Among the
authors involved in the field of computational social science,
Moat et al. had H-index, G-index, and citation frequency of
10, 13, and 444, respectively (Table 2). Meanwhile, many
author collaboration subnetworks were generated in the
author collaboration graph (Figure 5), with six subnetworks
centered on Moat, Preis, and Lazer forming a relatively
complex relationship. +e results suggest that in compu-
tational social science, networks are networks of
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Figure 2: Academic papers published related to computational social science, 2001–2020.

Table 1: Valid literature and high frequency keywords in di�erent periods.

Periods 2001–2005 2006–2010 2011–2015 2016–2020 Total
Valid literature 185 632 1608 4331 5856
High-frequency keywords 7 29 97 204 337

Data Loading (from Web of Science)

Converting (convert files from Web of Science into R-readable format files)

Descriptive Bibliometrix Analysis

Matrix Creation

Data ReductionNetwork Matrix Creation

Mapping

Network Map Historiograph Factorial Map Dendrogram

Figure 1: Bibliometric analysis process.
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relationships between nodes, new network structures are
formed between subnetworks as di�erent nodes may form
subnetworks, and the existence of subnetworks increases the
complexity of the network structure to some extent. Moat
et al. used social media behavioral data to simulate human
mobility patterns [22] and big data to quantify crowd size
[23]. In 2009, Lazer et al. published a paper entitled
Computational Social Science, which marked the birth of
this intersection; in 2020, they published Opportunities and
Challenges in Computational Social Science, while the paper
Opportunities and Challenges for Computational Social

Science published in 2020 re�ected on the development and
current state of research in the �eld of computational social
science. Although Lazer et al. are not ranked high in the
number of publications, they have made indelible contri-
butions to the generation and development of computa-
tional social science.

Because the �eld is actually very widely distributed and
highly interdisciplinary, the knowledge and thinking used
come from many other �elds as well. Among the front-line
scholars in this �eld, there are Albert-Laszlo Barabasi from a
physics background, Duncan Watts from an engineering
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background, Nicholas Christakis from a medical back-
ground, Joshua Blumenstock from a computer background,
Sinan Aral from an information systems background, and
Michael Macy from a sociology background (David Lazer by
political science). It can be seen that in the process of
studying computational social sciences, mathematics, sta-
tistical mechanics, complexity science, network science,

natural language processing, artificial intelligence, and social
science theories are all knowledge that may be applied.

3.1.5. Time Analysis of Top Authors’ Publications. In this
study, the top 20 most prolific scholars in the field are
reflected in terms of the number of publications per year to

Figure 5: Collaborative network of scholars related to computational social science.

Table 2: Top 20 authors with significant impact in computational social science.

Author h_index g_index m_index TC NP PY_start
Moat HS 10 13 1.111 444 13 2013
Preist 8 11 0.889 407 11 2013
Cloffi-Revillac 5 8 0.294 626 8 2005
Bail CA 6 7 1.000 279 7 2016
Stanley HE 6 7 0.545 392 7 2011
Burnap P 6 6 0.857 240 6 2015
Carley KM 5 6 0.250 459 6 2002
Cheny 6 6 0.375 319 6 2006
Juergens P 6 6 0.600 237 6 2012
Jungherr A 5 6 0.500 229 6 2012
Squazzoni F 5 6 0.357 114 6 2008
Brandt F 4 5 0.308 64 5 2009
Kosinski M 5 5 0.556 1402 5 2013
Lepri B 2 3 0.500 10 5 2018
O’Brien DT 4 5 0.571 94 5 2015
Shah DV 3 5 0.429 127 5 2015
Conte R 4 4 0.400 202 4 2012
Ferrarae 4 4 0.400 189 4 2012
Garcia D 4 4 0.444 77 4 2013
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explore the research output pattern of scholars (Figure 6). It
can be seen that after the first publication in 2009, Abramo
G. has maintained at least 4 publications per year in the
field, and as many as 15 in 2011, including A Heuristic
Approach to Author Name Disambiguation in Biblio-
metrics Databases for Large-Scale Study Evaluation (Fig-
ure 6) [24] which attracted wide attention and was cited 128
times for proposing a heuristic approach to author name
disambiguation in bibliometrics databases for large-scale
research assessments. As can be seen in Figure 6, many
prolific scholars began to pay attention to the development
of this field only after the formal introduction of “com-
putational social science” in 2009. However, as a cross-
discipline, there are more and more high-quality authors
involved, and the number of related publications has been
on the rise since then.

3.2. Keywords Analysis. +is section aims to answer the
second question: how have the main research directions in
the field changed since the advent of computational social
science? Keywords, which are the core and essence of the
literature, are highly condensed and summarized. Among
the 5856 scientific documents analyzed, this paper identifies
337 high-frequency keywords for word cloud analysis and
cooccurrence matrix visualization.

3.2.1. Analysis of the Application of High-Frequency
Keywords. +e word cloud in Figure 7 shows the most
frequently appearing words in papers of computational
social science, showing different sizes according to their
frequency of appearance, among which the most common
keywords include science, big data, model, and
bibliometrics.

Computational social science belongs to the field of
social science, integrating theories from various disciplines,
and is a theoretical and methodological system for human
beings to deeply understand society, transform society, and
solve complex social problems in the fields of politics,
economy, culture, etc. [25]. Data are the cornerstone of
human civilization, and data models are simulations and
abstractions of the real world, which make it easy for us to
understand the essence behind the phenomena; for example,
some emerging well-resourced administrative data research
models that can both protect privacy and analyze microlevel
data [26].

+e era of big data challenges traditional disciplinary
boundaries and research paradigms. In the era of big data,
the volume of data has proliferated and the data collected are
often unstructured. Traditional social sciences are gradually
showing symptoms of weakness in explaining and solving
such social problems, and more and more problems need to
be studied using data-driven approaches. Computational
social science enables the application of algorithms and
computational tools to complex data and even unstructured
data, providing us with the means to model and perform
high-performance computation to solve real-world
problems.

3.2.2. Keywords Cooccurrence Network Analysis.
High-frequency words in different time spans were selected
to construct keyword cooccurrence matrices, and the
Cooccurrence Network of Biblioshiny was used to visualize
and analyze the cooccurrence matrices in different time
series to discover the correlations among theme words and
reveal the evolution of keywords in the process to provide
support for related research in this field [27]. In this paper,
the keyword cooccurrence network was constructed based
on four different time spans of literature issued: low-yield
exploration period (2001–2005), budding development pe-
riod (2006–2010), rapid development period (2011–2015),
and high-yield active period (2016–2020). +e cooccurrence
analysis was performed on the basis of the time to form the
cooccurrence mapping shown in Figures 8–11. +e size of
nodes and fonts in the view is determined by the density of
the point. Larger nodes and fonts imply a higher density of
the node, indicating that the keyword has a higher frequency
of cooccurrence with other keywords; i.e., researchers in the
field are paying more attention to it and it is a hot topic, and
vice versa. +e line between a node and another represents
the appearance of two nodes in the same literature, and the
color of the line indicates the frequency of the two nodes in
the same article.

From 2001 to 2005, computational social science was not
yet explicitly proposed, and the research was mainly bib-
liometric, scientific, and impact-oriented. With each key-
word cited infrequently, even some keywords appeared
separately. During this period, research focused on social
research and science measurement, which laid a solid the-
oretical and technical foundation for the birth of compu-
tational social science in terms of basic theory, professional
knowledge and technical methods.

In 2009, Lazer et al. introduced the concept of “com-
putational social science” for the first time, marking the birth
of computational social science, and at the same time, big
data computing was incorporated into the system. Since
then, research on computational social science has received
extensive attention from academia and has produced a large
number of relevant research. It is foreseeable that the future
computational model will become an important infra-
structure of society; the information technology of intelli-
gent interconnection of everything will describe the real
world in a richer way; experts and scholars in sociology and
other fields will have a better understanding of the social
system on which human beings live.

+e impact of computational social science was be-
coming increasingly widespread in 2011–2015, and the new
methods it offers are applicable to research based on big data.
+rough big data analysis, simulation studies are conducted
to improve management and enhance the science of policy
decision-making and evaluation, thus driving economic
growth. It can be said that computational social science is a
product of the development of social science knowledge,
economic and social development, data collection and
analysis, network and computing infrastructure, and algo-
rithmic models.

From 2016–2020, big data emerged with increasing
frequency and impact, and related research became a central
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theme in the �eld of computational social science. In this
context, computational social science appears more in the
form of “big data+” and gradually expands new directions

and horizons in terms of research �eld selection, informa-
tion acquisition, data collation, and analysis compared with
previous survey or experimental methods, resulting in

Figure 8: 2001–2005 cooccurrence network.
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Figure 9: 2006–2010 cooccurrence network.

Figure 11: 2016–2020 cooccurrence network.

Figure 10: 2011–2015 cooccurrence network.
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frontier interdisciplinary fields such as big data sociology
and big data political science.+e integration and synergistic
development of various disciplines form an intricate net-
work structure, which further makes the development of
emerging disciplines a reality.

+ere are three subnetworks in the keyword cooccur-
rence matrix, one of which, closely related to the biblio-
metric analysis as scientometrics, is considered in the
literature search. In this cooccurrence network (Figure 12),
“social science” undoubtedly occupies the core position, in
addition to simulation models, social impact, social phe-
nomena, research performance, and network data, which
generally have high index of betweenness, closeness, and
page rank. +erefore, how to extract information for
problem solving, how to organize knowledge efficiently, and
how to perform effective fusion computation in the massive
data of web big data environment are hot topics of current

research in computational social science. For example,
scholars such as Fahimnia et al. [28] conducted a systematic
review and analysis of models for managing supply chain
risks and used bibliometric and network analysis tools to
find sustainable risk analysis as an emerging and rapidly
developing research topic; Krishnamurthy et al. [29],
modeling the sociological phenomenon of segregation for
estimation, proposed new community-based models in
which filtering methods have been proven useful in com-
putational social science. +at is, in computational social
science, data-driven estimation of segregation levels from
noisy data is required.

3.2.3. 9eme Evolution Analysis Based on Time Series.
+is section will provide an answer to the third question:
what are the directions of research in the discipline in the

Figure 12: Keywords cooccurrence network.
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coming years? After a review of the literature and high-
frequency keyword analysis, a preliminary determination of
the emerging research directions in the discipline has been
made. To further determine the development of the research
directions, this paper again analyzes the literature themes
and keywords based on time series as follows.

Cluster analysis in bibliometrics is based on the fre-
quency of simultaneous occurrence of two keywords and

uses statistical methods to reduce the complex keyword
network relationship into several relatively small classes. In
this paper, we use a hierarchical clustering method, which
�rst considers each cluster keyword as a class, combines the
two clusters with the highest similarity to form a new large
cluster, merges the cluster with the highest similarity, then
repeats the merging until all individuals are combined, and
�nally forms a tree diagram of the whole system by showing
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Figure 13: Keyword hierarchical cluster analysis by tree diagram.
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the close or distant relationships between keywords in the
field of computational social science, as shown in Figure 13.

Multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) is a common
method that compresses large data withmultiple variables into
a low-dimensional space to form an intuitive two-dimensional
graph that uses planar distances to reflect the similarity be-
tween keywords. Keywords close to the center indicate
researching focus in recent years, as shown in Figure 14.

+eme evolution analysis studies the changing rules,
evolutionary relationships, evolutionary paths, and evolu-
tionary trends of theme, intensity, and structure over time,
which played an important role in demonstrating the de-
velopment of the field while grasping the direction of de-
velopment and predicting the trends of the field. In this
paper, with the help of SciMAT, a knowledge graph visu-
alization tool for topic evolution analysis, we can visually
observe the hot topics and the relationships between topics
in the field of computational social science at different time,
so as to understand the process of topic words evolution and
provide theoretical support for subsequent research.

3.2.4. Keywords Clustering and Multiple Correspondence
Analysis. According to the keyword hierarchical clustering
analysis, the high-frequency keywords are divided into three
clusters by the dividing line with a height of 1, as shown in
Table 3.

Firstly, cluster 1 is constructed with “social media” and
“big data” as the core keywords. We find that the emergence
of social media platforms in recent years has sparked an
explosion of social data and thereby attracted a growing
desire and demand from academia for research in the field of
social media and social data analysis. However, research of
this scale requires a high level of expertise in computational
and data science domains, which limits the researchers who
can undertake social media data-driven research to those
with computational expertise or those who have contact with
these experts for their research (people who are part of the
team) [30]. But scientific methods such as the Social Media
Macroscope (SMM) provide computational social science
solutions that aim to remove this limitation and make social
media data, analysis, and visualization tools available to
researchers and students of all professional levels.

Secondly, cluster 2 is formed with keywords such as
“bibliometrics”. With the continuous increase of computer
system functions and the continuous proliferation of liter-
ature information, bibliometric research is increasingly
dependent on computers, and the research on quantitative
analysis tools in computers plays a pivotal role. Computer-
aided information measurement analysis research has
become an important content and a new trend in the de-
velopment of information measurement research [31].

Cluster 3 is formed with “model” and “network” as the
core keywords. Since the establishment of computational
social science, researchers have never stopped innovating
and optimizing various models that can solve social prob-
lems. +is year, the introduction of complex network theory
has injected new vitality into computational social science
and has quickly become a field of research direction.

Meanwhile, in the keywords multiple analysis, Cluster 1
(red) is the largest cluster, indicating that computational
social science research as a whole is biased toward social
science, focusing on areas such as social media, big data,
network science, and human behavior analysis, meanwhile
emphasizing the practical application of research methods
such as modeling, social network analysis, topic modeling,
text mining, and simulation. In addition to producing
meaningful results in the academic community, problem-
solving-centered disciplinary research also contributes to a
more replicable, cumulative, and coherent science [32]. For
example, social science plays an important role in the field of
machine learning, which, unlike machine learning in other
fields, requires not only applying machine learning methods,
but also working with social scientists to perform error
analysis and demonstrate uncertainty [9]. Jackson [33]
proposed an approach to build framework software in the
social science, including software frameworks for solving
social science computational problems, and validation of
models. In addition, several scholars have discussed how
social systems simulation should evolve to have a greater
impact on the field of social science by documenting the
progress of several key approaches to social systems’
modeling, including game theory, statistics, and computer
modeling [34]. Bosnjak et al. [35] used computational and
network techniques to improve the accuracy of identifying
rare phenomena. Compared with qualitative, crude quan-
titative methods, the technique can be applied to other
research topics, and it well illustrates how the proper
implementation of computational methods can effectively
identify rare events and bridge the gap between deductive
and inductive approaches to scientific inquiry. In fact, as the
results of the new round of technological revolution, such as
big data, cloud computing, and artificial intelligence, con-
tinue to be introduced into the field of social science re-
search, the natural and thinking sciences will achieve a high
degree of integration and innovation with the social sciences
at a greater span and deeper level [2].

3.2.5. 9eme Evolution Path Analysis. Based on the
2001–2020 literature in fields related to computational social
science, a visual analysis of topic evolution over time is
performed, and the results help analyze the flow conditions
of different topics in the field and elucidate information such
as flow directions and transition relationships. Each node in
Figure 15 represents a topic, the node size is proportional to
the number of keywords contained in the topic, the flow
between nodes represents the evolutionary direction of the
topic, and topics in adjacent study time zones are connected
to represent the continuity between them. +e visual
characteristics of the lines are width and color. +e width is
used to indicate the number of shared keywords: the thicker
the line, the higher the relevance, and the color helps to
distinguish different topics.

From the evolutionary path diagram (Figure 15) and the
evolutionary state of each period, it is clear that research in
the field of computational social science is in a develop-
mental stage and has not yet matured. +e research themes
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vary in different periods, with complex evolutionary rela-
tionships and unstable processes; meanwhile the differen-
tiation, integration, transfer, and regeneration of themes are
evident. Since its development, three evolutionary paths
have been formed: (1) behavior ->management, model,
behavior -> big data, science (2) bibliometric -
> bibliometric -> science (3) impact -> science -> science.

Society is a complex system that combines the devel-
opment of emerging disciplines and has characteristics that
can be modeled or reconstructed by digital data [13]. Social
science can help to understand social phenomena, and al-
gorithms can help to make decisions, while the former need
to open the black box of data mining algorithms [36] in
order to “make a big difference”. In the era of big data, more
and more human activities will exist in various databases,
generating large-scale data on human behavior and pro-
viding the possibility to obtain patterns of human behavior
and social processes. In a way, computational communi-
cation science, social media, and big data are reshaping

social impact. +at is, based on the scale of interpersonal
data, scholars have had to reassess existing assumptions
about connectivity, exposure, and social influence [37].
Computational social science has led to a paradigm shift in
traditional social science, particularly communication re-
search [10], by narrowing social science to a narrower field
that relies on knowledge of computational statistics to solve
problems [38]. However, the development of computational
social science has some shortcomings, and many institu-
tional structures are still in their infancy. +us collaboration
should be strengthened, new data infrastructures should be
improved, and ethical legal and social implications should be
focused, and scientific institutions should be reorganized
[12].

3.2.6. 9eme Evolution State Analysis. In this paper, we
analyze the evolutionary state of clustering themes by using
strategic coordinate diagrams from the degree of relevance

Figure 15: +ematic evolution of computational social science.

Table 3: Keywords clustering.

Cluster
category Keywords

Cluster 1 Twitter, information, social media, big data, media, challenges, communication, Internet.

Cluster 2 Collaboration, field, h index, publications, journals, citation analysis, articles, publication, citation, indicators, index,
bibliometrics, quality, metric analysis, impact, science, citation.

Cluster 3 Framework, classification, behavior, systems, model, models, system, design, patterns, technology, innovation, network,
performance, knowledge, risk, health, management, networks, dynamics, trends, evolution, economics.
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and developable requirements of the subject terms
(Figures 16–19). In the figure, the nodes represent the
clustering themes, and the size of the nodes is proportional
to the literature volume, i.e., the more literature volume, the
higher the degree of attention and the hotter the research.
Density index is used as the vertical coordinate and cen-
trality index as the horizontal coordinate in the figure.
Density represents the strength of connection of basic
knowledge units within a single topic, and centrality rep-
resents the strength of connection between a topic and other

topics.+e right-angle coordinate system is divided into four
quadrants according to the density and centrality values, the
first quadrant is motor themes, which are highly mature core
themes; the second quadrant is developed and isolated
themes, which are highly mature isolated themes. +e third
quadrant is for emerging or disappearing themes, which are
new or disappearing themes; the fourth quadrant is for basic
and transversal themes, which are basic themes with low
maturity and are most likely to become research hotspots or
trends in the future.

Figure 17: 2006–2010 strategic coordinate chart.

Figure 16: 2001–2005 strategic coordinate chart.
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+is section is also divided according to four different
time periods of posting volume, as a way to observe the
evolutionary status of the theme terms. In the low-yield
exploration stage, because the concept of computational
social science has not yet been proposed, there are fewer
relevant studies, and no system has been formed, with single
topic focusing on aspects such as the construction and
optimization of model algorithms, which aim to provide
objective basic conditions for computational social science
in terms of technical methods. At the budding stage, the
concept of computational social science was formally

proposed, attracting the attention of a large number of
scholars in related fields. In the process of model algorithm
construction and optimization, subject-based models were
introduced and widely used in fields such as social networks
and economics. Although not yet mature, system simulation
and social simulation based on bibliometrics and sciento-
metrics are highly connected and have become powerful
tools to promote computational social science. After 2010,
the influence of computational social science is growing and
the research topics are rapidly increasing, so the fields of
social networks and social simulation in the context of digital

Figure 18: 2011–2015 strategic coordinate chart.

Figure 19: 2016–2020 strategic coordinate chart.
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networks have received the attention of many scholars.
Scientific knowledge, theoretical methods, and organiza-
tional models from different fields cross collide and couple
with each other in the process of solving social problems,
and the knowledge fusion among them has changed the
traditional concept of computational social science and
gradually formed a new development path.

In 2016–2020, human-computer interaction, risk anal-
ysis, and community began to receive academic attention,
but most of the topics were not well connected with other
topics. After the system model was proposed, it is still the
focus of current research after nearly 20 years of develop-
ment. In addition, areas such as social media and govern-
ment governance in the context of big data have gradually
become research hotspots. Folgado and Sanz collected data
on the tweets of leaders on Twitter and used various data
science tools to perform neural network calculations in
which the accuracy of the political leanings of the tweets was
able to reach about 90% [35]. From the evolution of the
subject terms in the four periods in Figures 16–19, it is
obvious that computational social science, as an interdis-
ciplinary discipline, has begun to diversify its research topics
and interact more frequently with each other, promoting the
integration of knowledge among related disciplines.

As seen in Figure 19, the subject terms social networks
and networks have extremely high centripetal degrees of 1.0
and 0.9, respectively, indicating frequent connections be-
tween social networks and other fields, but low density of 0.3
and 0.2, respectively, judging from the size of the two nodes,
shows that the volume of literature on this topic has been
high but not yet mature. It is inferred that this field has great
development prospects and is most likely a research focus for
the future development of computational social science.

4. Conclusion and Outlook

+is paper collects 5856 papers in research areas related to
computational social sciences and uses descriptive analysis,
keyword clustering analysis, and topic evolution analysis
with the help of bibliometric analysis and knowledge graph
visualization to conduct a comprehensive analysis and to
summarize computational social science research from the
perspectives of annual publication, keyword cooccurrence,
research trends, and topic evolution. +is essentially defines
the direction of current and future research in the coming
years.

+e study shows that the number of papers in com-
putational social science has gradually increased in the past
20 years and can be divided into four stages with time,
namely, low-production exploration period, budding de-
velopment period, rapid development period, and high-
production active period.+e trend of annual increase in the
number of publications confirms the academic interest in
the field, which leads to the judgment that the literature
production in the field of computational social sciences is
likely to remain in an active period of high production in the
coming years.

Since the introduction of the discipline, the main re-
search directions include big data, model algorithms, and

scientometrics. Computational social science is a typical
interdisciplinary discipline, which emerged from the rapid
progress of computing technology and in-depth research on
social science. It collects and analyzes data in large quantities
with unprecedented breadth, depth, and scale and imple-
ments computational modeling methods to predict the
behavior of sociotechnical systems such as human-computer
interaction. It is a discipline made possible by the joint
development of social science knowledge, economic and
social needs, data collection and analysis, network and
computational infrastructure, and algorithmic models and is
a product of the evolution of the scientific research paradigm
from experimental and theoretical science to computational
and exploratory science. +us, computational social science
has fused different disciplinary paradigms, promoted re-
search in related fields previously neglected by a single
discipline, increased communication and integration across
disciplines, and formed many emerging frontier disciplines.
With “problem-solving” research as the focus, computa-
tional social science has changed the traditional conception
of social science, gradually formed a new development path
for the discipline, and will surly promote the solution of
many important practical problems in the future.

At the same time, big data, modeling algorithms, and
social networks are high-frequency keywords in the field of
computational social science in recent years, and they are
also the main research directions of computational social
science in the coming years due to their large research
potential. Due to the paradigm shift of computational social
science research and science technology in recent years, the
discipline has emerged more in the form of “big data+”,
promoting the emergence of big data sociology, big data
political science and other disciplines, and making the de-
velopment of new disciplines happen. In addition, there are
many themes in the field of computational social science at
different times with complex evolution of the relationship.
From the analysis of keyword hotspots, the main focus in
recent years is on big data, science, social impact, and other
fields. From the analysis of the evolution of the theme, social
computational science will carry out research in the fields of
bibliometry, social behavior, influence, and so on.

+is study has some limitations, which mainly include
the following aspects: (1) the subject vocabulary of the re-
trieved articles is different, leading to discrepancies with
other literature reviews. (2) +e data come from WoS da-
tabases, and literatures from databases such as WoS or
Google Scholar are not included. (3) +is paper mainly
applies the Biblioshiny package in R language and SciMAT
to conduct the study, and different tools may have identified
different clusters and lines of research. In future, with the
development of databases, bibliometric software, and other
scientific technologies, scholars can conduct more com-
prehensive and systematic quantitative research on com-
putational social sciences.

Computational social science, as an emerging interdis-
ciplinary research field, has had a wide impact in sociology,
economics, political science, management, psychology, and
other social sciences. However, the research in this field has
emerged in a relatively short period of time, and its
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application in social science research is still in its initial stage,
with factors such as fragmented theories, extreme lack of
comprehensive talents with multidisciplinary backgrounds,
knowledge constraints of the original disciplinary frame-
work, and many uncertainties in the future. In the later
research, scholars should draw on the achievements of
scientific paradigms in the field of computational social
science, continue to study “big data+”, model simulation,
social network analysis and other directions, promote the
integration and development of disciplines, and devote
themselves to solving the real problems of society.+erefore,
the development of computational social science still needs
the joint efforts of more like-minded people.
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